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Martial art forms have become immensely popular in different countries. Almost every major city of
the country has some form of martial arts. Brazilian Jiu Jitsu BJJ has become the main stream of
the martial arts. People from all the ages are attracted towards this art. With the increase in
popularity, various companies have designed some special gears to practice these martial arts
which include a wide collection of jiu jitsu pro gear and jiu jitsu clothes.

Bjj gear can be purchased online according to your comfort level and requirement.  A person can
find out what suits him the best. Once you get your first gear you can start with the training for the
martial arts. Make sure whenever you use your jiu jitsu gear, wash it properly from hygiene point of
view. Do not ever put your gears in the dryers otherwise they will shrink.

If you are confused as regard to the accurate size to be purchased online, then you can look up the
sizing charts which are provided by almost every company on their sites. Choose your size and
design using the charts. You can even make waist adjustments in the gear to get your exact size of
the kimono. It is suggested to buy a little bigger size of the dress as it will shrink a bit after first wash.

Once you start training using your kimono you will find that washing it every time after the training
can be little bit difficult and nuisance. It takes at least one complete day to get dry. So if a person is
receiving training very often then he should buy one more Gi for him. In such a case he will have
one kimono ready for him every time while the other one is getting dried out. Buy the exact same
size for your second kimono as well. You can purchase another color and style but the size should
remain same.

The bjj gears have thick collars which reduce the ability of your opponent to choke you. But some jiu
jitsu fighters believe that the thick collars of the kimono should be avoided as it feels like you are
choking yourself with the thick collars. The collars are also known as lapel and it is usually made up
of rubber covered with cotton. One can try both styles of collars and decides what suits him best.
You can also select not too thick and not too thin collar for your kimono.

The sleeves of the kimono also play an important role while selecting your jiu jitsu Gi. Some
kimonos come with very wide sleeves and some have very narrow one. One can choose the shape
and design of the sleeves according to his preference.  Wide sleeves look baggy and might let your
opponent to grab you with his spider guard or may be by some other technique. But this may
become helpful for you as well as they may help you out with choking.

You should be able to identify which bjj gear will suit you the best and can help you in getting trained
in martial arts.
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GorillaFightGear - About Author:
Thanks for reading my article about the topic a Bjj Gear. If you the article, please give your valuable
comments at www.gorillagear.ca.
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